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About this Edition
This standard edition represents a compilation of the most popular 100 financial
terms. I have studied hundreds of financial websites and articles and compiled a
list of all terms. After deleting the duplicates around 100 terms were left over.
Then I put them in alphabetical order and used the description of these terms
from the online Financial Terms Dictionary to publish this book.
If a description contains another financial key phrase and it is part of this book,
then it’s automatically linked to it. Otherwise it links to the online description.
This collection may not contain terms that you would consider popular. If you
want them to be included please write me a short message and I will consider it
for the next version. If you find any errors, misspellings, wrong or outdated information please let me know.
I hope you enjoy this standard edition of the Financial Terms Dictionary, and the
quality of your financial decision will improve upon better understanding of
these terms.
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Copyright And Trademark Notices
This book is copyright ©2017-2020 Thomas Herold (the "Author"). All Rights
Reserved. Published in the United States of America. The legal notices, disclosures, and disclaimers at the front of this eBook are Copyright (c) 2020 Thomas
Herold and licensed for use by the Author. All rights reserved.
All trademarks and service marks are the properties of their respective owners.
All references to these properties are made solely for editorial purposes. Except
for marks actually owned by the Author, the Author (as both author and as publisher) does not make any commercial claims to their use, and is not affiliated
with them in any way.
Unless otherwise expressly noted, none of the individuals or business entities
mentioned herein have endorsed the contents of this book.
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Limits of Liability And Disclaimer of Warranties
The materials in this book are provided "as is" and without warranties of any
kind either express or implied. The Author disclaims all warranties, express or
implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose.
The Author does not warrant that defects will be corrected, or that that the site
or the server that makes this eBook available are free of viruses or other harmful components. The Author does not warrant or make any representations regarding the use or the results of the use of the materials in this book in terms
of their correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise. Applicable law may not
allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so the above exclusion may not apply
to you.
Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to, negligence, shall the Author be liable for any special or consequential damages that result from the use
of, or the inability to use this eBook, even if the Author or his authorized representative has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
Applicable law may not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability or incidental
or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply
to you. In no event shall the Author's total liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes of action (whether in contract, tort, including but not limited to,
negligence or otherwise) exceed the amount paid by you, if any, for this eBook.
Facts and information are believed to be accurate at the time they were placed
in this book. All data provided in this book is to be used for information purposes only. The information contained within is not intended to provide specific legal, financial or tax advice, or any other advice whatsoever, for any individual or
company and should not be relied upon in that regard.
The services described are only offered in jurisdictions where they may be
legally offered. Information provided is not all-inclusive, and is limited to infor-
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mation that is made available and such information should not be relied upon as
all-inclusive or accurate.
You are advised to do your own due diligence when it comes to making business
decisions and should use caution and seek the advice of qualified professionals.
You should check with your accountant, lawyer, or professional advisor, before
acting on this or any information. You may not consider any examples, documents, or other content in this eBook or otherwise provided by the Author to be
the equivalent of professional advice.
The Author assumes no responsibility for any losses or damages resulting from
your use of any link, information, or opportunity contained in this book or within
any other information disclosed by the author in any form whatsoever.
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About the Author
Thomas Herold is a successful entrepreneur, mediator, author, and personal development coach. He published 35 books with over 200,000 copies distributed
worldwide and is the founder of seven online businesses.
Over the last ten years, Thomas Herold has studied the monetary system and
has experienced some profound insights on how money and wealth are related.
After three years of successful investing in silver, he released 'Building Wealth
with Silver - How to Profit From The Biggest Wealth Transfer in History' in 2012.
One of the first books that illustrate in a remarkable, simple way the current
monetary system and its consequences.
He is the founder and CEO of the 'Financial Terms Dictionary' book series and
website, which explains in detail and comprehensive form over 1000 financial
terms. In his financial book series, he informs in detail and with practical examples all aspects of the financial sector. His educational materials are designed to
help people get started with financial education.
In his 2018 released book 'The Money Deception', Mr. Herold provides the most
sophisticated insight and shocking details about the current monetary system.
Never before has the massive manipulation of money caused so much economic
inequality in the world. In spite of these frightening facts, 'The Money Deception' also provides remarkable and simple solutions to create abundance for all
people, and it's a must-read to survive the global monetary transformation
that’s underway right now.
The 'The Essential Guide to Amazon Advertising' and 'Make It Click' - published
in 2018 - is the result of over two years of advertising experience. It's a treasure for every self-publishing author that wants to attract new readers and sell
more books.
In 2019 Thomas Herold released an entirely new financial book series explaining in detail and with practical examples financial terms. The 'Herold Financial
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IQ Series' includes 16 titles, covering every aspect and category of the financial
market.
Starting with Personal Finance, Real Estate and Banking term. Covering Corporate Finance, Investment as well as Economics. It also includes Retirement,
Trading, and Accounting terms. In addition, you'll find Debt, Bankruptcy, Mortgage, Small Business, and Wall Street terminology explained. Not to forget
Laws & Regulations as well as important acronyms and abbreviations.
All books are available as Kindle and Paperback versions. By the end of 2019,
all titles of the 'Herold Financial IQ Series' will also be available as Audio
edition.
His latest book 'High Credit Score Secrets' offers the most effective strategies to
boost the average credit score from as low as 450 points to over 810. It teaches
the tactics to build excellent credit, repair credit, monitor credit and how to
guard that good score for a lifetime. It reached bestseller status in 2020 in
three categories.
For more information please visit: financial-dictionary.com
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New 2020 Release!

High Credit Score Secrets - The Smart Raise And Repair Guide
to Excellent Credit

Poor Credit Score Could Cost You Hundreds of Thousands of Dollars! Increasing
your score from ‘fair’ to ‘good’ saves you an average of $86,200* over a lifetime. Imagine what you could do with that extra money?
A good credit score is essential if you want to enjoy financial freedom.
Use the most effective and proven strategies to boost your credit score from as
low as 450 points to over 810. Understand the tactics to build excellent credit
for yourself and how to guard that good score for a lifetime.
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Improve Your Credit Score in 45-60 Days or Less
This practical credit compendium reveals over 50 ways you can instantly boost
your credit rating. Understand the exact mathematical algorithm that all 3 major credit bureaus use to calculate your credit score. Learn what actions you can
take to improve your credit score and what behavior will demote it.
High Credit Score Secrets Reveals:
• Over 50 quick solutions to the most common credit problems
• How to get free credit reports and monitoring services
• Understand how your FICO and VantageScore is calculated
• Learn exactly what boosts and what lowers your credit score
• Includes sample dispute letters to correspond with the credit bureaus
• Remove all negative items with the section 609 credit repair
• Most proven and effective ways to improve your credit score
• Step-by-step process to settling your debts forever
• How to safeguard your credit, protection from identity theft
Use simple and easy to follow instructions on how to handle credit bureaus if
they refuse to remove inaccurate, unverifiable and questionable information.
Learn about the recent consumer-friendly reforms in lending, credit score calculation, and credit bureau behavior.
Please check out the amazon link below to get your copy in Kindle, Paperback
or audio format.
High Credit Score Secrets - The Smart Raise And Repair Guide to Excellent Credit
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What's Happening to Our Money?

The Money Deception
What Banks & Governments Don't Want You to Know!

Over 8 years in the making…
The smartest and most effective way to increase your cashflow immediately,
become financially free and to unleash your full potential without working
longer or harder.
In this new startling book, Mr. Herold provides the most sophisticated insight,
and shocking details about the current monetary system. Never before has the
massive manipulation of money caused so much despair and income inequality
all over the world.
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This book unveils over 20 secret methods used by banks, governments and cooperations to legally steal 90% of your income. Brilliantly written and astoundingly easy to understand, this book is an eye-popping exposure of the most sophisticated fraud in the history of mankind.
Please check out the amazon link below to get your copy in Kindle, Paperback
or audio format.
The Money Deception - What Banks & Governments Don't Want You to Know!
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